Summary / highlights from the TSC Meeting 7-28-21

- Some bugs have been spotted in the application functions SDK. One is critical and will require a patch release of the SDK (likely this week). See below, as device-coap and potentially some other smaller bugs will warrant additional patch releases at the same time. This is being coordinated with the release czar.
- App service documentation and examples for Ireland has been completed.
- DevOps and Core WG meetings are cancelled this week.
- The device-coap service has a critical security issue based on Alpine image used. A patch release of this will be done along with the app functions SDK this week.
- The EdgeX Challenge 2021 launched on July 12th (this is the PRC Hackathon event).
- The Website has been updated with EdgeX Ready info as well as Ireland release info.
- A press release on Ireland is being finalized and will go out shortly. Inputs for any suggested changes should be in today.
- LTS Tiger team met this week. A draft policy update will be reviewed in a meeting on Aug 13th. Goal is to have a revised policy for TSC review before the end of summer.
- The TSC decided not to move forward on use of LFX Chat (based on Matrix). Preference is to remain with Slack and try to find a solution to archive and organize messages beyond the 10K limits.
- ADR’s currently under review:
  - Metrics / #268
  - The dynamic service list / #377
  - Unit of measure / #386
  - Securing access to Consul (update) / #424
- Ireland documentation continues. There is a page in the TSC deck that lists area of completed work and needs.